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*The Indigenous Peoples Law and Policy (IPLP) Program at the University of Arizona Law was
established in 2001 in order to protect and promote indigenous peoples' rights and increase the
representation of Native and indigenous lawyers and advocates within the practice of law and legal
academia. The IPLP Program partners with tribes, tribal organizations, and indigenous
communities across the United States and world on precedent-setting cases on indigenous peoples’
rights before domestic legal forums, tribal courts, the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights, and the United Nations.
*The Water Protector Legal Collective (WPLC) is an Indigenous-led legal organization that
provides legal support, advocacy and knowledge-sharing to Indigenous-led and centered
environmental and climate justice movements. WPLC was the on-the-ground legal team for the
841 water protectors who were arrested resisting the Dakota Access Pipeline during 2016 and
2017. WPLC continues to coordinate legal defense for those still facing charges, to pursue civil
rights litigation and advocate for water and land protectors in domestic and international fora.

Introduction
1. Peaceful demonstrations are a catalyst for the advancement of human rights. Yet around the
world governments are criminalizing dissent to protect corporate interests. Indigenous peoples
increasingly find themselves the targets of arrests and violence when defending their lands from
resource extraction by industries operating without their free, prior and informed consent.1 This
report addresses the criminalization and suppression of peaceful resistance to the Dakota Access
Pipeline (DAPL) 2 at Standing Rock, North Dakota by the United States (U.S.) federal, state and
local governments working with private security forces.
2. Standing Rock is an emblematic case of indigenous resistance to extractive industry that drew
global attention as water protectors met in peaceful assembly in what was the largest gathering of
indigenous peoples in the U.S. in 100 years. 3 Standing Rock is merely one example of how the
U.S. government works with industry to approve development projects carried out without the
meaningful participation or consent of indigenous nations. 4 Indigenous peoples are left with no
choice but to peacefully resist and then are criminalized for their efforts to defend their lands and
resources.
3. Since Standing Rock, there has been an alarming trend at federal and state levels to criminalize
opposition to energy projects. These anti-protest and “critical infrastructure” laws 5 implicitly
condone the use of excessive force, often directed at indigenous peoples who are at the forefront
of resistance to extractive industries. The use of excessive force and mass arrests to threaten,
intimidate and silence “water protectors” seeking to defend their lands, resources, and culture,
violates fundamental human rights to free speech and assembly enshrined in international human
rights law6 and the U.S. Constitution.7
4. The United Nations has reported on the situation at Standing Rock through the Expert
Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues and
the Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples. 8 Despite this international
condemnation, water protectors continue to suffer impacts from the criminalization of their
dissent 9 while, the United States permits new pipeline projects in the face of opposition from
impacted indigenous communities. 10 The United States actions are in direct conflict with its
commitments during the 2nd cycle of the UPR.11
Background on Dakota Access Pipeline Project
5. The 1172-mile DAPL crosses the Missouri River in North Dakota 1/2 mile north of the Standing
Rock Sioux Reservation and continues through the traditional territory of the Great Sioux Nation
which has occupied the area since time immemorial. 12 The territory was formally recognized in
the 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty with the United States.13 In 1868, the US signed a second treaty with
the Sioux leaders,14 designating the territory as unceded Indian land.15
6. When the US Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”) issued permits for the construction of the
pipeline, they were required by federal law, 16 to consult with the affected tribes even though DAPL
was routed outside existing reservation boundaries. 17 The permits were issued without meaningful
consultation or the free, prior and informed consent of the Sioux tribes18 violating treaties with the
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Great Sioux Nation and the United States’ obligations under the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples.19
7. On December 4, 2016, the Corps denied an easement, effectively halting construction of the
pipeline20 and announced it would begin a comprehensive environmental review of the project.21
In January 2017, President Trump issued a presidential memorandum to approve and expedite
construction of the pipeline22 prompting the Corps to forgo further environmental impact studies
and grant the easement.23 After the pipeline became operational on June 1, 2017, a District Court
found that the Corps did not adequately consider the impacts of an oil spill and ordered24 them to
do a response plan, compliance audit and operations report.25 Meanwhile, the oil company, Energy
Transfer Partners,26 was allowed to continue operating the pipeline.27 The Corps completed its
analysis and stated that no formal reconsideration of the pipeline’s impacts was needed, a decision
that is being challenged by the tribes. 28 Dakota Access has since revealed plans to expand
operations in the area.29
8. The Dakota Access pipeline leaked at least five times in 2017,30 posing significant harm to
the tribes’ primary source of drinking water and threatening sacred sites. An oil spill in the
Missouri River is more than a minor encroachment on land, it threatens the physical and cultural
survival of the Sioux Nation.31
State and private security violence against water protectors
9. As it became clear that DAPL construction would proceed without meaningful consultation and
consent, indigenous leaders and community members gathered to oppose construction of the
pipeline and protect their rights. In August 2016, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe issued a call for
international observers. 32 By September, thousands gathered at or visited the Oceti Šakowiŋ
camp 33 including Chief Edward John of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, and
Baskut Tuncak, UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and Hazardous Substances and
Wastes.34
10. On September 2, 2016, Standing Rock tribal officials informed the federal government and
Dakota Access construction managers that the proposed pipeline construction was in the path of
traditional sacred areas and burial grounds. The next day, water protectors encountered workers
bulldozing the burial sites that had just been identified. A number of water protectors were pepper
sprayed by security guards and/or bitten by attack dogs.35 Law enforcement failed to intervene in
the attacks against peaceful water protectors.36
11. During the seven months from September 2016 to February 2017, at least 76 different law
enforcement agencies, federal agencies, and private security firms hired by the oil company were
present at some time. 37 It is reported that private security worked with local law enforcement to
operate disinformation campaigns to discredit the peaceful resistance, and directed law
enforcement at times. 38 These actions substantiate concerns of the UN Special Rapporteur on
Human Rights Defenders over the ever increasing “blurring of lines” between public and private
security. 39 In a recent report, the UN Human Rights Council confirmed that extractive industries
hire private security forces, to supplement local law enforcement and infiltrate opposition in order
to sow discord and monitor actions of human rights defenders. 40
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12. Law enforcement and private security worked together to intimidate and suppress the free
expression and assembly of water protectors in a variety of ways including:







Utilizing riot gear, Specialty Impact Munitions (SIM), 41 flash-bang grenades, attack dogs,
batons and chemical weapons against water protectors;42
Using high pressure fire hoses on water protectors in below freezing temperatures;43
Injuring over 200 people,44 including one person who lost partial use of one eye;45
another who lost vision, taste and hearing;46 and yet another who nearly lost her arm;47
Closing the highway between the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation and the nearest city,
Bismarck, to water protectors for five months while allowing pipeline workers to pass;
Arresting nonviolent water protectors without warning or opportunity to disperse,
including medics48 and journalists;49 and
Subjecting arrestees to abusive conditions including: unnecessary strip searches,
confinement in cages with numbers written on their arms, and bussing to jails hours
away. 50

13. On November 25, 2016, the Corps issued an eviction notice to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribal
Chairman.51 The water protectors remaining at the Oceti Šakowiŋ camp were forcibly evicted on
February 23, 2017.
Disproportionate punishment of indigenous and environmental activism
14. In total, 841 water protectors were arrested for rioting, trespass and other offences. Most cases
lacked evidence and probable cause. 52
15. According to the Water Protector Legal Collective (WPLC), 836 criminal cases were
prosecuted in North Dakota state court. Of these, 392 were dismissed, forty-two were acquitted at
trial, 188 agreed to accept diversion, resulting in a dismissal, 146 accepted plea agreements
involving no jail time (primarily to avoid having to return to court from out-of-state), and twentysix were convicted, of whom two served jail time. There are forty state court cases remaining on
inactive status and two currently open cases.53
16. Prosecutors brought the most serious charges in federal court, against five indigenous water
protectors. Despite extensive documentation of bias in the jury pool from the oil company’s
publicity campaign, the federal court denied the defendants’ motions for change of venue. The
federal defendant who received the most severe sentence was charged related to possession of a
firearm shown to belong to an FBI informant who had infiltrated the water protector camp but the
court denied discovery regarding this infiltration.54 Facing a life sentence, she accepted a noncooperating plea agreement and is serving 57 months in prison. 55 The other four federal
defendants were each charged with use of fire to commit a federal felony and civil disorder.
Similarly forced to proceed in a hostile forum, and with the court denying essential discovery,
the defendants had no choice but to accept non-cooperating plea agreements to the civil disorder
charge, to avoid harsh sentences of up to fifteen years.56
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17. Members of the press were also arrested, their equipment confiscated, and websites voicing
opposition to DAPL were shut down. Low-flying helicopters, planes, and drones kept the camps
under constant surveillance.57
18. WPLC is currently pursuing a federal civil rights class action lawsuit 58 seeking injunctive relief
and damages against local governments on behalf of hundreds of water protectors injured by
unlawful police violence. In December 2016, the federal court denied the initial request to enjoin
the indiscriminate use of high-pressure fire hoses in freezing temperatures, impact munitions and
other life-threatening weapons on peaceful water protectors. The litigation has been in limbo for
over a year, while plaintiffs await the court’s decision on a law enforcement motion to dismiss the
case. The individual excessive force lawsuit filed by a young woman who suffered a severe arm
injury, is also currently awaiting the court’s decision on a dismissal motion. 59 The status of the
lawsuit filed by four residents concerning the constitutionality of the road closure is at a similar
stage of litigation.60
19. The law enforcement response to peaceful resistance at Standing Rock stands in stark contrast
to the response even to violent occupations and armed protests in the U.S. involving nonindigenous peoples. Examples include the Neo-Nazi march in Charlottesville, Virginia 61 and
standoffs in the states of Oregon and Nevada led by the Bundy family and anti-government
militias.62 In those cases there was little law enforcement intervention, compared to the heavy,
militarized response at Standing Rock.63
Legislation intended to suppress peaceful demonstrations and criminalize dissent
20. Since Standing Rock, there are increasing attempts by the federal government and state
legislatures to criminalize opposition to so-called “critical infrastructure” projects. On June 3, 2019
the Trump administration announced that it would seek to expand criminal penalties for pipeline
protests, imposing up to 20 years in prison on anyone who attempts to or does vandalize, tamper
with, impede, disrupt, or inhibit the operation of a pipeline or a pipeline construction site. Even
participating in protest planning could lead to lengthy prison sentences and/or steep fines.64
21. This federal action follows an alarming trend by 35 state legislatures who have proposed
approximately 101 anti-protest bills, 16 of which have passed into law, 14 which are pending and
69 that have expired or been defeated.65 The bills typically impose disproportionate punishments
on nonviolent civil disobedience including up to 10 years in prison and $100,000 in fines, no matter
how minor the damage.66 Other features of bills that have been introduced or enacted by states
include:






Creating vicarious civil liability for organizations that “aid” protestors; 67
Eliminating civil and criminal liability for drivers running into protestors blocking
public roads,68 a method increasingly used to attack protestors;69
Encouraging SLAPP suits (Strategic Lawsuit against Public Participation) 70 to silence
water protectors and organizations that support them71
Restricting the number of people who can gather to protest;72 and
Prohibiting the use of drones to document extraction projects.73
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22. Oil and gas interests74 are engineering bills purported to protect against “critical infrastructure
sabotage” but they are really about suppressing the growing anti-fossil fuel movement in which
indigenous peoples and nations have played a central role. 75 These bills are admittedly a direct
response76 to the events at Standing Rock, and are designed to silence dissent against planned or
existing extractive industry projects.77 Tribal leaders have objected to the laws as targeting Native
Americans.78
23. During a recent Inter-American Commission on Human Rights hearing on the Criminalization
of Indigenous Human Rights Defenders and Extractive Industries in the United States,79 the U.S.
government referred to an interagency working group to monitor violence against environmental
defenders globally. There is little publicly available information about this “informal” working
group formed by the U.S. Department of State to inform U.S. policy. 80 The working group
acknowledged that state-backed security forces have responded with force to social protest over
land use and that conflicts could be avoided by providing adequate stakeholder information,
greater transparency, participation and access to justice. 81
24. Globally, indigenous peoples are disproportionately affected by police violence and
imprisoned without due process as they defend against corporations looking to exploit their lands
and resources.82 The U.N. has identified indigenous peoples as particularly vulnerable human
rights defenders83 and noted that land defenders are most impacted by legal consequences and
smear campaigns.84
Failure to consult tribes and comply with existing US laws and treaties
25. The United States acknowledges its duty to consult with tribes under federal statutes, 85
executive orders, 86 treaties, and agency or departmental regulations and policy statements.
However, many of these laws and policies have been interpreted to be primarily procedural and
provide no rights that can be legally actionable before domestic courts.87
26. Often, government agencies consult with tribes on development projects after the fact, with
little to no face-to-face communication.88 U.S. federal law requires consultation only in limited
circumstances, and jurisdiction over various projects such as pipelines is divided between several
agencies.89 Unrepresented or unrecognized tribes enjoy no rights of consultation under U.S. law.90
For example, the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of South Texas is not federally recognized so oil
companies are not required by law to consult with them regarding pipeline construction. On May
7, 2019 when the Tribal Chairman and other members attended the vote on anti-protest bill HB
3557, they were detained and threatened with criminal trespass. 91
27. Multiple development projects are currently under construction on traditional lands in the
absence of meaningful consultation or consent from impacted indigenous communities including
but not limited to:




Telescopes on the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawai’i;92
Enbridge Line 393 pipeline;
TC Energy (formerly TransCanada) KXL pipelines;94
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Border wall on Tohono O’Odham, Kickapoo, and Ysleta del Sur Tigua Tribes and Lipan
Apache lands;95
Resolution copper mine on the sacred Oak Flats of the San Carlos Apache;96 and
Snowbowl Ski Resort on the San Francisco Peaks, an area sacred to 13 tribes. 97

Conclusions and Recommendations
28. Freedom of expression, association, and peaceful assembly are secured by the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution98 and protected by international human rights law.99
The United States has failed in its duty to prevent and protect against the use of excessive force
and unlawful arrests and to investigate, punish, and provide reparations for human rights violations
against DAPL water protectors. By failing to uphold its obligations, the United States is
emboldening state and non-state actors to use excessive force against peaceful dissent.
29. Further the U.S. is failing to uphold its obligations under the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, specifically the rights of indigenous peoples to their culture, religion and
property, including rights and interests in traditional territories and sacred areas designated as
public lands.100
30. We call upon the UPR working group to urge the United States to:
a) Review criminal proceedings against DAPL water protectors, the majority of whom
were arrested without probable cause, and urge the U.S. Attorney General and local
prosecutors to have convictions set aside, arrestees exonerated and political
prisoners released;
b) Convene a truth commission with indigenous representative institutions to
investigate, 101 punish, and provide appropriate reparations for human rights
violations in relation to the DAPL protests, including violations by law
enforcement, energy companies and private security;
c) Adopt a regulatory framework to monitor and report on the corporate conduct and
human rights accountability of energy companies, 102 investors, private security
firms and other non-state actors to prevent future violations against indigenous
peoples and their lands;
d) Provide training to law enforcement and private security on managing peaceful
demonstrations; the right to free expression and assembly; and indigenous peoples’
rights under international law;103
e) Implement national measures in compliance with domestic and international
standards to protect indigenous nations and human rights defenders right to free
expression and assembly and right to religious freedom;104
f) Reject or amend legislation, including critical infrastructure laws, that violate rights
to free speech and assembly; and
g) Ensure that state and local emergency powers are not abused in the context of
peaceful demonstrations.
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